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 W
hen I was 19, I had a horrific 
crash on my bike. I tore all 
five of the nerves in the 
brachial plexus: C5, C6, C7, 

C8 and t1. this left me with a paralysed left 
arm. It was a traumatic time but I’m not the 
type of person to let it stop me doing things. 
six weeks after surgery I was on a bike…

I didn’t know what else to do with my time. 
I started out on a hardtail just riding around 
the street. a month later, I was back riding in 
the forests of south Wales on a custom-built 
specialized sX trail. I’m now riding a carbon 
fibre santa Cruz bronson. at 29.5lb, it’s 
about 8lb lighter than the sX.

as I ride one-handed, I obviously can’t 
have any of my controls on the left. using 
a 750mm handlebar instead of the 710mm 
I used before helps accommodate all the 
controls on one side! to help centre the 

Despite the use of only one arm, 
27-year-old Tom Bannister is 
a downhill mountain biker. He’s 
adapted his Santa Cruz to suit
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steering, I use a Hopey all mountain steering 
damper. For anyone riding one-handed, it is 
a godsend! simply screw in the knob on the 
top to increase the resistance of the steering 
and help to keep you on the straight and 
narrow.

I run my rear brake the most outboard; 
I pull this lever with my second finger. my 
gear shifter is mounted between the two 
brake clamps; both up and down shifts 
are done with my thumb. my front brake 
is inboard of the gear shifter clamp; I pull 
this with my first finger. the remote for my 

rock shox reverb stealth dropper post is 
the most inboard clamp; I use my thumb to 
operate this when required.

I tried spD pedals on this bike for the 
first time. they give me vastly more control. 
Instead of the bike skipping around in 
between my legs on rougher terrain, the 
spDs hold my feet firm and I can use my 
legs to throw the bike around with greater 
ease.

after my first proper technical night ride 
on the bronson in the garw Valley, south 
Wales, I realised I wasn’t as comfortable as 
I would like on steep and technical stuff. so 
I tipped the handlebar back and changed 
the shuttle bumper in the fork back up to 
160mm to give a better ride height on the 
front for the steep stuff. I also changed 
the shifter from a shimano m670 to an 
m660-10r shifter fitted with a trickstuff 
sram-shimano adapter onto a left-handed 
Formula mixmaster clamp. this has pulled 
the shifter out of the way of my thumb when 
I grip the bar in some positions.

I prefer to ride steep and very technical 
tracks, as I’ve come from a downhill 
background. riding for me is a very social 
thing so I want to ride what my mates ride, 
and I give them a run for their money. I’ve 
recently been riding a lot at bike park Wales, 
Cwmcarn and afan in preparation for the 
megavalanche that I will be competing in 
this July. 

Tech spec: Tom’s customised Bronson
Frame & shock: Large santa cruz Bronson carbon with Fox Float X cTD kashima shock 
200mm×57mm Fork: Fox 34 Float 650B cTD FIT 15Qr fitted with 160mm shuttle bumper 
WheeLs: 650B×2.3in maxxis high roller II 3c eXo tubeless, hope hoops Pro 2 evo hubs with 
stans Flow eX rims. handbuilt by howard at Bromley Bike co TransmIssIon: shimano m785 
XT sPD pedals, sLX hollowtech II 175mm crankset, e.thirteen G-ring 33T, kmc X10 chain, 
shimano hG81 sLX 11-36 cassette. adapted shimano sLX m660 shifter, shimano sLX medium 
cage rear derailleur Brakes: Formula T1 Disc Brake set 203mm front, 180mm rear sTeerInG & 
seaTInG: oDI ruffian Lock on grips, easton havoc carbon handlebar 750×35mm, easton havoc 
50mm stem, hopey all mountain steering damper, chris king tapered headset. charge scoop 
saddle, rockshox reverb stealth seatpost eXTras: e.thirteen XcX+ IscG 05 chain guide

“Using a 750mm 
handlebar helps 
accommodate all the 
controls on one side!”

 Both brakes, the single shifter, and 
the dropper seatpost control are on 
the right-hand side

share your sTory: If you’ve got an interesting bike that’s been chosen or customised to suit you, get in touch. Email editor@ctc.org.uk


